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How should we define female friendships in the 19th century? 
In the 19th century, women spoke and wrote to each other much differently than they do today. Letters 
were more intimate in many ways and expressed love openly– this does not mean they were “in-love”-- or 
does it? Elizabeth Cady Stanton was a heterosexual woman in a lasting marriage. This is a letter she wrote 
to her fellow suffrage leader, Susan B. Anthony: 
 
Sample: Elizabeth Cady Stanton Letter to Susan B. Anthony 
 
Dear Susan, 

I wish that I were as free as you and I would stump the state in a twinkling. But I am not, 
and what is more, I passed through a terrible scourging when last at my father’s. I cannot tell 
you how deep the iron entered my soul. I never felt more keenly the degradation of my sex. To 
think that all in me which my father would have felt a proper pride had I been a man, is deeply 
mortifying to him because I am a woman. 

That thought has stung me to a fierce decision—to speak as soon as I can do myself 
credit. But the pressure on me just now is too great. Henry sides with my friends, who oppose 
me in all that is dearest to my heart. They are not willing that I should write even on the woman 
question. But I will both write and speak. I wish you to consider this letter strictly confidential. 

Sometimes, Susan, I struggle in deep waters… 
 
As ever your friend, sincere and steadfast. 
 
Stanton, Elizabeth Cady. Letter to Susan B. Anthony. Peterboro. September 10, 1855. Retrieved from “Susan B. 

Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton: Their Words,” http://www.rochester.edu/sba/suffrage-history/susan-
b-anthony-and-elizabeth-cady-stanton-their-words/. 

 
In this inquiry, students will examine letters from the same time period by women who were likely queer, if 
not lesbians. As you examine these documents, compare and contrast them with Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s 
letter to Susan B. Anthony.  
 
Background: Boston Marriage: Women Living Together, 19th/20th Century Style 
Jone Johnson Lewis writes prolifically on women’s history topics. This secondary source article focuses on 
“single women” who lived together in the 19th century. 
 

“With the advent of the David Mamet production, ‘Boston Marriage,’ a term once 
obscure surfaced again to the public consciousness. It's come back into public consciousness 
since, as a term for women living in a marriage-like relationship, though with the legalization of 
marriage for same sex couples, the term is being used less frequently for current relationships, 
and mostly applied historically. 

“In the 19th century, this term was used for households where two women lived 
together, independent of any male support. Whether these were lesbian relationships -- in the 
sexual sense -- is debatable and debated. The likelihood is that some were, some weren't. Today, 
the term "Boston marriage" is sometimes used for lesbian relationships -- two women living 
together -- which are not sexual, but usually romantic and sometimes erotic. We might call them 
"domestic partnerships" today. 

“The term "Boston marriage" is not derived from the Massachusetts legalization of same-
sex marriages in 2004. Nor was it invented for David Mamet's writing. The term is much older. It 
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came to be used, apparently, after Henry James's 1886 book, The Bostonians, detailed a marriage-
like relationship between two women. They were "New Women" in the language of the time: 
women who were independent, not married, self-supporting (which sometimes meant living off 
of inherited wealth or making a living as writers or other professional, educated careers)... 
Several books in recent years have discussed possible or actual "Boston marriage" relationships. 
This new frankness is one result of the greater acceptance today of gay and lesbian relationships 
in general…” 

 
Johnson Lewis, Jone. "Boston Marriage: Women Living Together, 19th/20th Century Style." Thought Co.  

Last modified July 3, 2019. Accessed October 28, 2022.  
https://www.thoughtco.com/boston-marriage-definition-3528567. 

 
Document A: Carrie Catt and Mary Garrett Hay 
 “Carrie Clinton Lane [was] raised in Iowa… an early graduate of Iowa State University (1880) 
who worked as a school principal and superintendent before marrying newspaper editor Leo Chapman in 
1885. Just one year into their marriage, he died of typhoid fever. In 1890 she married George Catt, a 
wealthy engineer. Neither marriage produced children. 

“The Catts had quite an unusual marriage for the time: they often did not live together, while she, 
with his blessing, continued the suffrage work that kept her constantly on the road. Around the same time 
as her second marriage, Catt met Mary (Mollie) Garrett Hay, a fellow Midwesterner whose temperance 
activism with the Women’s Christian Temperance Union led her to the suffrage movement. The two 
women often campaigned together, and in 1895, they shared temporary living arrangements in New York. 
In 1899 the two women traveled 13,000 miles, giving 51 speeches in 20 states. 

“After George Catt’s death in 1905, Carrie and Mollie chose to live together permanently, 
functioning as something of a power couple in New York State suffrage circles… When Carrie Chapman 
Catt died in 1947, she chose to be buried not with either of her husbands but beside Mollie Hay at 
Woodlawn Cemetery in the Bronx… Catt chose the word “friendship” to describe her relationship with 
Hay, but historians point to the couple as a prime example of how the suffrage movement provided a safe 
and welcoming space for a variety of unconventional lifestyles, all hiding in plain sight.”  
 
Her tombstone reads as follows: 

 
“Here lie two, united in friendship  

for thirty-eight years through 
 constant service to a great cause” 

 
Ware, Susan. "Carrie & Mollie & Anna & Lucy: Queering the Women's Suffrage Movement." PBS. Last  

modified October 23, 2020. Accessed October 28, 2022.  
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/features/vote-carrie-mollie-anna-lucy/.  

Funkhouser, Neil. Carrie Chapman Catt Grave. Photograph. Find a Grave. Accessed October 28, 2022.  
https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/184/carrie-chapman-catt.  

 
How does the language in Catt’s tombstone compare to the language used by Stanton? 
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Document B: Jane Addams and Mary Rozet Smith 

“The Hull-House Settlement [established by Jane Addams in Chicago] was considered a “Queer 
Domesticity”... While many people were married with children, people in the Hull-House neighborhood 
and in the settlement house were creating their own meaning of family. Within the Hull-House 
Settlement, you would find both single people living and doing research there, as well as married couples.   

“Jane Addams never married and never had children yet was in a long-term relationship with her 
life partner Mary Rozet Smith. Mary Rozet Smith was a volunteer Kindergarten teacher and the two met 
at Hull-House. 

“While the two traveled together frequently, Mary Rozet would sometimes stay behind to look 
after her elderly parents … A poem written by Jane Addams to Mary Rozet Smith perfectly captures her 
grasping at the identity she was searching for.” 

 
The "mine" and "thine" of wedded folk 

Is often quite confusing  
And sometimes when they use the "ours"  

It sounds almost amusing  
 

But you and I may well defy  
Both married folk and single 

To do as well as we have done  
The "mine" and "thine" to mingle. 

 
"Jane Addams & Mary Rozet Smith: More Than 'Gal Pals.'" Jane Addams Hull-House Museum. Last  

modified June 28, 2022.  
https://www.hullhousemuseum.org/hullhouse-blog/2022/6/27/jane-addams-amp-mary-rozet-smith 
-more-than-gal-pals.  

 
How does the language in Addam’s poem compare to the language used by Stanton? 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Source C: Eleanor Butler and Sarah Ponsonby 

“Irishwomen Eleanor Butler (1739–1828) and Sarah Ponsonby (1755–1831) faced a mutual crisis 
in 1778. The pair had been close since the orphaned Ponsonby had had Butler as a teacher, but what 
independent scholar Eugene Coyle calls their “intense” relationship was unacceptable to their families. 
With Butler unmarried at the age of forty, her aristocratic, Irish Catholic family was planning to put her 
into a convent. At the same time, Ponsonby’s Anglican, Anglo-Irish guardians were trying to marry her 
off. 

“The pair rebelled, daringly trying to escape together across the Irish Sea, dressed as men and 
armed for danger. They were found out and separated, but they made another effort soon after. Again, they 
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were discovered. Finally, accompanied by Ponsonby’s maid, they crossed over to northern Wales. They 
settled into what they called “exquisite retirement.” 

“Many people today would instantly wonder whether 
Butler and Ponsonby were lesbians. Coyle notes that “there has 
been considerable debate, during their lifetime and after, on the 
nature of the relationship between the two ladies.” But it’s not 
so clear-cut… 

“But wait. Why weren’t the Ladies run out of 
Llangollen, then? Coyle suggests that different standards for 
male and female homosexuality prevailed. “Public attitudes 
towards lesbians or sapphites were ambiguous, as sex between 
women was not illegal,” he explains, but adds that “sodomy or 
male homosexuality had been brutally suppressed by law since 
the early fourteenth century.” 
 
Anne Lister (a lesbian herself) attempted to discover if the 
women were lesbians. In her diary, she describes Sarah 
Ponsonby:  
 

A large woman so as to waddle in walking but, 
tho', not taller than myself. In a blue, shortish waisted 
cloth habit, the jacket unbuttoned shewing a plain plaited 
frilled habit shirt – a thick white cravat, rather loosely put 
on – hair powdered, parted, I think, down the middle in 
front, cut a moderate length all round & hanging straight, 
tolerably thick. The remains of a very fine face. Coarsish white cotton stockings. Ladies slipper 
shoes cut low down, the foot hanging a little over. Altogether a very odd figure...Mild & gentle, 
certainly not masculine & yet there was a je-ne-sais-quoi striking.  
 
Wills, Matthew. "Who Were the Ladies of Llangollen?" jstor. Last modified April 10, 2020.  

https://daily.jstor.org/who-were-the-ladies-of-llangollen/. 
Anne Lister (ed. Helena Whitbread), The Secret Diaries Of Miss Anne Lister: Vol. 1: I Know My Own  

Heart (Virago 2010). 
Image: 'The Rt Honble Lady Eleanor Butler and Miss Ponsonby' by James Henry Lynch, 1932. 
 
How does the author describe the appearance of Sarah? Why does she consider her interesting? 
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Document D: If You Could Come 
Katharine Lee Bates, the honored poet of the anthem, "America the Beautiful," wrote the above poem after 
the death of her lover, colleague, and partner of twenty-five years: Katharine Coman. In her grief over the 
loss of her friend, Bates wrote one of the most anguished memorials to the love and comradeship between 
two women that has ever been written; it was published in a limited edition as Yellow Clover: A Book of 
Remembrance. It is obvious from the yearning desire that glows throughout the poems in Yellow Clover, 
however, that the two women were more than just friends. Katharine Lee Bates and Katharine Coman were 
a devoted lesbian couple.  
 

IF YOU COULD COME  
 

My love, my love, if you could come once more  
From your high place,  

I would not question you for heavenly lore,  
But, silent, take the comfort of your face.  

 
I would not ask you if those golden spheres  

In love rejoice,  
If only our stained star hath sin and tears,  

But fill my famished hearing with your voice.  
 

One touch of you were worth a thousand creeds.  
My wound is numb  

Through toil-pressed day, but all night long it bleeds  
In aching dreams, and still you cannot come.  

 
Schwarz, Judith. “‘Yellow Clover’: Katharine Lee Bates and Katharine Coman.” Frontiers: A Journal of  

Women Studies 4, no. 1 (1979): 59–67. https://doi.org/10.2307/3346671. 
Bathes, Katharine Lee. Yellow clover; a book of remembrance. New York: E.P. Dutton & Company, 1922. 
 
Document Set E: Mathilde Franziska Anneke and Mary Booth 
Mathilde Franziska Anneke and Mary were married to men, but from 1860 to 1864 they lived together in 
Zürich, Switzerland with three of their children. They shared their money and the work of raising the 
children. There is no evidence that anyone questioned the propriety of their relationship, and Anneke’s 
daughter later insisted that it was not romantic, but their letters were very intense. 
 

1. Mary Booth to Mathilde Franziska Anneke, Zürich, 1862 
Pardon me, my Dear, for writing you such a miserable little note saying I was unhappy. I 

am indeed very happy when I think of your sweet love. It glorifies every even[ing] and 
illuminates the the[sic] darkest midnights. You are the morning-star of my soul, the beautiful 
auroral glow of my heart, the saintly lilly of my dream, the deep dark rose bud unfolding in my 
bosom day by day, sweetning my life with your etheriel fragrance – dearest, you are the reality 
of my dreams, my life, my Love – I have no more sorrow – I have You – My dear and dearest 
friend – good night 

Your Mary 
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2. Mary Booth to Mathilde Franziska Anneke, Zürich, December 24, 1862 
 

I have but one little thing, 
Scarcely worth the offering, 
Yet this little thing I hold, 

Never could be bought for gold – 
Not for all the pearls and gems 

In the world’s bright diadems. – 
 

Though it be of little worth 
It is all I have on Earth. 

 
It may not be found, or bought, 

Yet I give it all unsought. – 
Take – and lay it on the shelf – 

For it only is – myself! 
 
Efford, Alison Clark and Viktorija Bilic, editors. Radical Relationships: The Civil War–Era Correspondence of 

Mathilde Franziska Anneke. Translated by Viktorija Bilic. Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2021. P. 
155. 

 
Questions for Analysis: 
 

1. What is similar about the way Stanton wrote compared to these other women? 
 
 
 

2. What is different about the way the other women wrote? 
 
 
 

3. Overall, how would you define these relationships? Use examples from the text to defend 
your answer. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


